PRODUCER OF LIFTING SLINGS,
ROPES, CORDS AND SHOE LACES

MANUFACTURING PROGRAM
ROUNDSLINGS
Modern textile lifting slings device with
relatively light weight comparing to load
capacity, considerate to all weights.

WEBBING SLINGS (FLAT)
Textile lifting slings are used throughout
in industry for lifting, moving and hanging
of weights thanks to it´s effective properties.

CARGO LASHINGS
Cargo lashing are used for faster and
easier security cargo on truck and thus
allowing safe transport.

CHAIN LIFTING SLINGS
Suitable for weight lifting where use of
textile or wire rope slings is not possible
because of high temperature.

WIRE ROPE LIFTING
SLINGS
Frequently are used grade 8 chain lifting
slings. Moreover we can offer grade 10
and stainless chain lifting slings.

COMBINED LIFTING
SLINGS
Special lifting slings combined from other
types of lifting slings, used especially for
heavy and very rugged cargos.

PROTECTIONS
Many time increases working life of lifting
slings and protects both sling and weight
against cut and abrasion.

MANUFACTURING PROGRAM
METAL COMPONENTS
Metal components and facilities grade 8,
grade 10, and stainless are often used
like supplement of lifting slings.

HOISTS, RACK JACKS
Hoists, rack and lever jacks, chain blocks
and other accessories are used together
with lifting slings for easier handling of load.

ROPES AND CORDS
Physical, mechanical and tensile parameters
of ropes and cords depend on used material
and cord design [twisted, braided].

SHOE LACES
Shoe laces are manufactured in many types,
colour and length to be used in sports shoes,
walking shoes, skates and children shoes.

TRAVERSE-BEAMS, CLAMPS,
C-HOOKS
Lifting clamps construction grants you wide
and safe application. Especially suitable for
lifting of metal sheets and construction parts.

LIFTING MAGNETS
Small dimensions, low weight and great
power makes lifting magnets device used
in every metal material storage.

TWISTED ROPE LIFTING
SLINGS
Traditional lifting slings manufactured since
gothics for lifting of weights, also used at
home as decoration.

PRODUCER OF LIFTING SLINGS,
ROPES, CORDS AND SHOE LACES
The manipulation with cargo and it's transport is always quite risky. It is an activity, which can cause
damages to the property, but also can imperil health and in the last resort the life as well. Therefore,
it is highly essential to prevent possible risks and not to make light of them.
We do not make light of our customer's needs and of the quality of our marketed goods. We count
among one of the best producers of complete range of lasher and manipulation technic, ropes, cords
and shoe laces in the Czech Republic. We use certificate system of quality management in production
according norm ISO 9001 and we are also holders of the series of product certificates, which we
obtanied from independent, national and also international certificate authorities and institutions.
Our products are identical with European standard, which enables our products to be exported to
the member states of European Union but also to non EU countries.
The preponderance segment of our production plan is targeted onto the sundry sorts of lashing
products used for lifting, lowering, grabbing and manipulating with weight. Thanks to it's variability
and different utility features of individual categories, our products find the use across all industrial
branches, in buildig industy, in agriculture etc. Safety lashing products are reliable means for securing
safe transport of cargo not only for professionals, but also for general public clients. We offer these
kits in different variations, which are able to secure almost all the sorts of transported weights.
The next segment of our production plan is occupied by supplement range such as safety protectors,
metal components, clamps, magnets and other products. These products make manipulating and
transporting of cargo much easier and are compatible with all kinds of lashing products and securing sets.
Cords, ropes and shoe laces are inseparable from our range as well. They are the products, which we
come across with absolutely everywhere. Not only are they used in the industry but also in sport, rag
trade and other branches. We produce cords, ropes and shoe laces of different materials, in wide
range of colours and in innumerable variation of
styles.
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